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A Hitchhiker’s guide to ‘Big Data’ – Chapter 2

Welcome to chapter 2 of the hitchhiker’s guide to ‘Big Data’. Please take a seat fasten your safety
belt (it may be a bumpy ride) but hopefully it will be a pleasant journey.

This part of the journey (to find the oasis and not a mirage) will begin with picking up the elements
from the complex evolving object – the information formula (ie Information is equal to the infinite
sum of all objectives, knowledge classes, policies, facts and processes), encapsulating a few of
them and then naming them. This is the first rest stop on the journey and will bring about the
creation of a number of complex static objects as per step 2) in Chapter 1.

At this part of the journey, the hitchhiker could ask me to stop and they may ‘bail out’. I do not
mind as I am quite happy to continue this journey alone, as I always enjoy these ‘short hops’.

If you are still with me then I will now ‘point out’ the major attractions of this part of the journey. I
will point out the three names on the road sign I want to encapsulate and I will choose {objectives,
knowledge and policies}. I will and create a new road sign and name the {conceptual
group/object}, then I will select the remaining two, namely {facts and processes} and name them
as the {logical group}. So the road map (formula) will now look like this: Information =
{concept} + {logic}, which is a little bit less cluttered (2 objects instead of 5), but nevertheless
these may still be more of a complex evolving than a complex static nature, so a bit more distance
must be covered before we come to the ultimate destination, the ‘oasis’ and thus resolve the ‘Big
Data’ enigma.

I would like to take a bit of detour and go down a few different pathways, just to point out how the
hitchhiker, by grouping or naming the object within the information complex evolving object in a
different fashion, could be leas up/down a bind alley and make the resolution of what ‘Big Data’ is
more complicated (ie create more and more complex evolving objects than necessary).

Detour 1 – I will select {objectives, knowledge and policies}, encapsulate them into {contextual
model and enterprise model} then {facts and processes} will be encapsulated as {Information
systems}. So the information formula will now look like this:
Information = {contextual model} + {enterprise model} + {systems model}
So instead of 5 elements we now have 3, which seem a bit more manageable, but these newly
created objects may be just as complicated as the original and could lead us into a minefield, so I
will back track and try another detour.



Detour 2 – This time I will select {objectives, knowledge and policies}, encapsulate them into
{Framework & principles, Architecture vision, Business architecture, Opportunities & solutions,
Architecture change management} then {facts and processes} will be encapsulated as
{Information systems}. So the information formula will now look like this:
Information = {Framework & principles} + {Architecture vision} + {Business architecture} +
{Opportunities & solutions} + {Architecture change management} + {Information systems}
This hardly seems an improvement on the original formula, for instead of 5 elements I now have 6
or possibly 8. So as this detour may lead us into another minefield, I will back track to my original
route, and unless the hitchhiker wishes me to take another detour (and I can take at least a dozen
more), I will continue on to the oasis.

Let us take a pit stop, fill up the tank and take stock.

Of course any framework worth its ‘salt’ will claim to do the same thing as I have done, that is to
provide the hitchhiker with some form of guide but most of the guides are far too expensive and
complicated, yet it is amazing how many hitchhikers are willing to pay the price and then ‘hop on
board’ for the rest of the journey and then defend their position to their very last breath. So why is
my guide different to any other? The basic difference between my guide and the ‘detours’ are as
follows: The basic difference between my guide and the ‘detours’ are as follows:
1) The taxonomy (or the arrangement) of said elements and;
2) The automated repository that manages the taxonomy and stores the ontology (possible

meanings)
3) It will get the driver (not necessarily the hitchhiker) to their ultimate destination (a series of

static simple objects which can then be more easily implemented

I will revisit the first 3 elements of the information complex evolving object and see if I can further
reduce the new conceptual objects into a few complex static objects.

Hence my guide shows not only what static simple objects needs to created, but also provides a
generic template which has been tried and tested over and over again with the same sound results.

Well back to our journey. Well only for a bit longer, as providing a free ride to a hitchhiker can
only be tolerated for a few more kilometres/miles. The hitchhiker will ultimately have to:1) help
pay for the ‘petrol’ and ‘wear & tear’ on the vehicle or
2) get out and follow the detour of their choosing

First level of information – The conceptual object

So now the next complex evolving object, namely the {conceptual group} can now be portrayed as
follows: concept = {objectives} + {knowledge} + {policies}. Selecting the first element of this
grouping (namely objectives), by a process called functional decomposition (the process of taking
a complex process and breaking it down into its smaller parts, which by the way was used to break
the word information into the sum of its parts).



Objectives

Objectives are still at the level where it is a complex evolving object, so what complex static
objects can objectives be functionally decomposed into? The definition of the word ‘objective’
provides a clue as it is defined as something that is ‘external to the mind; actually existing; real’ or
dealing with outward things or exhibiting facts uncoloured by feelings or opinions; not subjective.
So no real joy there, or is there some other way to break this enigma. How about we use a
Thesaurus rather than a dictionary? Doing this reveals a far brighter picture as one word springs
out of the Thesaurus, namely a goal so let us go with this idea. In addition the words ‘exhibiting
facts’ or ‘actually existing’ gives a clue of either another object, be it complex evolving, static or
simple static, so let’s go with that as a signpost. Hence an objective can now be stated as a
complex evolving object as there are far too many goals and far too many exhibited facts (which I
will now call indicators or measures), Hence the signpost will read an {objective} = {goals} +
{indicators}.

Detours – I could go back to the detours we took earlier on in our journey and try to ascertain as to
what the road side markers had to say about their guide, but I will leave that up to the hitchhiker to
mull over and will not waste any more time on detours.

An emergency stop

I am afraid that the time has now come for the hitchhiker to make an important decision. If they
want to know more, then while I am quite prepared to carry on with this free guide, I am now
almost running on empty, their weight is adding to the ‘wear and tear of this vehicle’, and as I have
to take a pit stop, I will bring this guide to a premature end.

If you really want to find out more about how a complex evolving object can be functionally
decomposed into simple static objects, then I will offer you the complete guide by way of the
Ripose Technique. But I am issuing you with a friendly warning: be prepared to discard your
existing guide and perhaps admit that the detour you took was probably too high a price.

Good luck to you on the rest of your journey and may you find that your road to understanding
‘Big Data’ is free of pot holes.

Here are 2 further guides you can look at to help smooth your journey:
http://www.ripose.com.au/ComplexEvolvingObject.html
http://www.ripose.com.au/TheMathematicsOfRipose.pdf
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